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BATTLE HOUR SEQUENCE
The sequence of the battle within each hour - called the Battle Hour Sequence, as summarised below - is relatively simple to follow and yet the actions and

reactions that occur during that hour can ensure that proceedings become quite complex.

Battle Hour Sequence Summary

1 - Determine Unit States

Each unit's vigour reverts to its initial vigour value, and each unit's heart
and mobility remain in its current state.

2 - Gaining the Initiative

Both players perform an INITIATIVE TEST.

If both players pass this test, the player with the lowest INITIATIVE

ROLL gains the initiative.

If one player passes this test and one player fails, the player who passed 
the test gains the initiative.

If both players fail this test, both players take the INITIATIVE TEST

again.

3 - Initiative Test Re-Roll

The general that did not gain the initiative in the previous hour may re-

roll the INITIATIVE TEST if he passes it yet wishes to gain a lower 

result.

4 - Pass the Initiative

The general that gains the initiative at the beginning of the battle may 
immediately pass the initiative to his opponent, unless he is the eager
general.

5 - Use the Initiative

The general that has gained the initiative must activate one lively unit 
within his host to perform an action.

Wary generals or wary commanders may use a wary token to pass the 
initiative to their opponent instead, if they have any remaining.

6 - Retain or Pass the Initiative

Once an action has taken place, a general may try to retain the initiative. If
he does not, or fails to retain, he must pass the initiative to his opponent.

7 - Activate Every Unit

Both players alternate activating their units until every unit on the 
battlefield is weary or alert.

8 - An Hour Passes

Once every unit on the battlefield is either weary or alert, the hour ends.
Before continuing the battle with a new hour, both players must resolve
any continuous effects on their units, regain earth and shrive dice, alter
the time and apply any weather changes, and then gather their courage for 
the hour ahead.

9 - The Battle Continues

Assuming no victory conditions have been met, the battle continues and a
new hour begins from step 1 of the Battle Hour Sequence.
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p82, add immediately after the Might + Weapon subsection

p151, replace

p154, add after the 4·2·7: An Hour Passes paragraph

p243, replace

p263, add after the 6·33·3: Shoot & Drag paragraph

p264, add after the Dragging Through Terrain paragraph

p283, replace

p277, replace

p284, replace

p252, replace

p246, replace

p138, replace

p85, replace

p51, replace

p36, add immediately before the 2·3·3·2·4: Shaken subtitlep13, replace
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BATTLE HOUR SEQUENCE
The sequence of the battle within each hour - called the Battle Hour Sequence, as summarised below - is relatively simple to follow and yet the actions and

reactions that occur during that hour can ensure that proceedings become quite complex.

Battle Hour Sequence Summary

1 - Determine Unit States

Each unit's vigour reverts to its initial vigour value, and each unit's heart
and mobility remain in its current state.

2 - Gaining the Initiative

Both players perform an INITIATIVE TEST.

If both players pass this test, the player with the lowest INITIATIVE

ROLL gains the initiative.

If one player passes this test and one player fails, the player who passed 
the test gains the initiative.

If both players fail this test, both players take the INITIATIVE TEST

again.

3 - Initiative Test Re-Roll

The general that did not gain the initiative in the previous hour may re-

roll the INITIATIVE TEST if he passes it yet wishes to gain a lower 

result.

4 - Pass the Initiative

The general that gains the initiative at the beginning of the battle may 
immediately pass the initiative to his opponent, unless he is the eager
general.

5 - Use the Initiative

The general that has gained the initiative must activate one lively unit 
within his host to perform an action.

Wary generals or wary commanders may use a wary token to pass the 
initiative to their opponent instead, if they have any remaining.

6 - Retain or Pass the Initiative

Once an action has taken place, a general may try to retain the initiative. If
he does not, or fails to retain, he must pass the initiative to his opponent.

7 - Activate Every Unit

Both players alternate activating their units until every unit on the 
battlefield is weary or alert.

8 - An Hour Passes

Once every unit on the battlefield is either weary or alert, the hour ends.
Before continuing the battle with a new hour, both players must resolve
any continuous effects on their units, regain earth and shrive dice, alter
the time and apply any weather changes, and then gather their courage for 
the hour ahead.

9 - The Battle Continues

Assuming no victory conditions have been met, the battle continues and a
new hour begins from step 1 of the Battle Hour Sequence.
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p82, add immediately after the Might + Weapon subsection

p151, replace

p154, add after the 4·2·7: An Hour Passes paragraph

p243, replace

p263, add after the 6·33·3: Shoot & Drag paragraph

p264, add after the Dragging Through Terrain paragraph

p283, replace

p277, replace

p284, replace

p252, replace

p246, replace

p138, replace

p85, replace

p51, replace

p36, add immediately before the 2·3·3·2·4: Shaken subtitlep13, replace
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p377, replace

p389, replace

p375, replace

p373, replace

p372, replace

p369, replace
p290, replace
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BATTLE HOUR SEQUENCE
The sequence of the battle within each hour - called the Battle Hour Sequence, as summarised below - is relatively simple to follow and yet the actions and

reactions that occur during that hour can ensure that proceedings become quite complex.

Battle Hour Sequence Summary

1 - Determine Unit States

Each unit's vigour reverts to its initial vigour value, and each unit's heart
and mobility remain in its current state.

2 - Gaining the Initiative

Both players perform an INITIATIVE TEST.

If both players pass this test, the player with the lowest INITIATIVE

ROLL gains the initiative.

If one player passes this test and one player fails, the player who passed 
the test gains the initiative.

If both players fail this test, both players take the INITIATIVE TEST

again.

3 - Initiative Test Re-Roll

The general that did not gain the initiative in the previous hour may re-

roll the INITIATIVE TEST if he passes it yet wishes to gain a lower 

result.

4 - Pass the Initiative

The general that gains the initiative at the beginning of the battle may 
immediately pass the initiative to his opponent, unless he is the eager
general.

5 - Use the Initiative

The general that has gained the initiative must activate one lively unit 
within his host to perform an action.

Wary generals or wary commanders may use a wary token to pass the 
initiative to their opponent instead, if they have any remaining.

6 - Retain or Pass the Initiative

Once an action has taken place, a general may try to retain the initiative. If
he does not, or fails to retain, he must pass the initiative to his opponent.

7 - Activate Every Unit

Both players alternate activating their units until every unit on the 
battlefield is weary or alert.

8 - An Hour Passes

Once every unit on the battlefield is either weary or alert, the hour ends.
Before continuing the battle with a new hour, both players must resolve
any continuous effects on their units, regain earth and shrive dice, alter
the time and apply any weather changes, and then gather their courage for 
the hour ahead.

9 - The Battle Continues

Assuming no victory conditions have been met, the battle continues and a
new hour begins from step 1 of the Battle Hour Sequence.
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p82, add immediately after the Might + Weapon subsection

p151, replace

p154, add after the 4·2·7: An Hour Passes paragraph

p111, replace

p263, add after the 6·33·3: Shoot & Drag paragraph

p264, add after the Dragging Through Terrain paragraph

p217, replace

p277, replace

p241, replace

p151, replace

p215, replace

p221, add before the All Easy Strikes can be Fated subsection

p137, replace

p87, replace

p87, replace

p78, add immediately before the 2·7·4·2: Equipment Numbers subsection

p79, replace
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BATTLE HOUR SEQUENCE
The sequence of the battle within each hour - called the Battle Hour Sequence, as summarised below - is relatively simple to follow and yet the actions and

reactions that occur during that hour can ensure that proceedings become quite complex.

Battle Hour Sequence Summary

1 - Determine Unit States

Each unit's vigour reverts to its initial vigour value, and each unit's heart
and mobility remain in its current state.

2 - Gaining the Initiative

Both players perform an INITIATIVE TEST.

If both players pass this test, the player with the lowest INITIATIVE

ROLL gains the initiative.

If one player passes this test and one player fails, the player who passed 
the test gains the initiative.

If both players fail this test, both players take the INITIATIVE TEST

again.

3 - Initiative Test Re-Roll

The general that did not gain the initiative in the previous hour may re-

roll the INITIATIVE TEST if he passes it yet wishes to gain a lower 

result.

4 - Pass the Initiative

The general that gains the initiative at the beginning of the battle may 
immediately pass the initiative to his opponent, unless he is the eager
general.

5 - Use the Initiative

The general that has gained the initiative must activate one lively unit 
within his host to perform an action.

Wary generals or wary commanders may use a wary token to pass the 
initiative to their opponent instead, if they have any remaining.

6 - Retain or Pass the Initiative

Once an action has taken place, a general may try to retain the initiative. If
he does not, or fails to retain, he must pass the initiative to his opponent.

7 - Activate Every Unit

Both players alternate activating their units until every unit on the 
battlefield is weary or alert.

8 - An Hour Passes

Once every unit on the battlefield is either weary or alert, the hour ends.
Before continuing the battle with a new hour, both players must resolve
any continuous effects on their units, regain earth and shrive dice, alter
the time and apply any weather changes, and then gather their courage for 
the hour ahead.

9 - The Battle Continues

Assuming no victory conditions have been met, the battle continues and a
new hour begins from step 1 of the Battle Hour Sequence.
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p82, add immediately after the Might + Weapon subsection

p151, replace

p154, add after the 4·2·7: An Hour Passes paragraph

p111, replace

p263, add after the 6·33·3: Shoot & Drag paragraph

p264, add after the Dragging Through Terrain paragraph

p217, replace

p277, replace

p241, replace

p151, replace

p215, replace

p221, add before the All Easy Strikes can be Fated subsection

p137, replace

p87, replace

p87, replace

p78, add immediately before the 2·7·4·2: Equipment Numbers subsection

p79, replace



p219

p297

p219

p295

p219

p286

p377, replace

p357, replace

p375, replace

p289, replace

p372, replace

p334, replace

p285, replace

p285, replace
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